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ABSTRACT

The paper discusses the techniques and results of reactor tests and post-reactor
investigations of the SM reactor fuel elements and fuel elements developed in the
process of designing the specialized PRIMA test reactor [1] with the SM reactor
fuel elements used as a prototype and which are referred to as the SMP fuel
elements. The behavior of fuel elements under normal operating conditions and
under deviation from normal operating conditions was studied to verify the
calculation techniques, to check the calculation results during preparation of the
SM reactor safety substantiation report and to estimate the possibility of using
such fuel elements in other projects. During tests of fuel rods under deviation
from normal operating conditions their advantages were shown over fuel
elements, the components of which were produced using the Al-based alloys.

1. Introduction

In the course of developing the SMP type fuel element we tried to provide its reliable
operation under steady-state conditions at high heat rates, under power manouevering
conditions and under power ramp conditions with moderated amplitude. The necessity of
finishing such a fuel element was dictated by the fact that the fuel elements of plate type
with Al alloy cladding widely used in research and test reactors were characterized by low
permissible temperature (< 400°C). It complicated the task of using a 3-circuit scheme of
cooling and providing the sufficient safety margin for fuel components temperature. The
possibility of operation of a new fuel element under the enumerated conditions had to be
confirmed experimentally. At the same time it was necessary to verify the calculation
techniques used to estimate the consequences of emergency situations.

The program of works included thermal-hydraulic calculations of operating conditions for
the SMP fuel rods in experimental assemblies, their pre-test examination, reactor tests of
assemblies under normal operating and steady-state conditions and "special" reactor tests of
the SM reactor fuel elements under deviation from normal operating conditions. A complex
of stand tests of the SM and SMP "fresh" and "burnt-out" fuel rods in hot cells under over-
heating conditions completed the program.

The paper generalizes the main results of the program works and analyzes the advantages
and disadvantages of experimental fuel elements.
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2. Brief description of fuel element and experimental FAs.

1:2.5

Fig.l. Fuel element and fuel assembly of
the SM reactor.

The SM reactor fuel element [2] adopted as a prototype during development of the SMP fuel
elements showed a good performance m the
process of long operation. For the last 15
years the frequency of failures of the SM
reactor fuel assemblies did not exceed 2xlO6

h"1 [3]. In these assemblies use is made of rod
fuel elements with fuel in the form of U
dioxide in the matrix of sintered copper and
beryllium bronze powders and with the
stainless steel cladding (Fig.l).

The SMP experimental fuel elements differed
from the SM reactor fuel elements by the
active part length (lm instead of 0.35 m) and
by increased 20% content of U. dioxide in the
matrix. Fuel rods of both types were used for
reactor tests.

Experimental FA for service-life tests of SMP
fuel elements were a bundle of rods placed in
the units of the triangular lattice with a pitch
of 5.23 mm in the round steel wrapper with
the inner diameter of 32.9 mm and the wall,
0.4 mm thick (Fig.2).

They contained 31 fuel elements each
analogous to those presented in Fig.2, and 6
rod burnt-out absorbers or displacers each
with the section as an ellipse. The burnt-out
absorber rods were tubes of stainless steel
filled with boron carbide based on natural
isotopic composition boron. The displacers
were produced of zirconium alloy.

3. Test techniques and results

3.1. Tests of fuel elements at changing
heat rates

The special device with a pneumatic drive was
placed in the SM reactor low-temperature loop
facility channel. It provided formation of power
pulse at the expense of fast movement of the rod
sample with fissionable material via the

Fig.2. Layout of experimental FA for service-
life tests.

- fuel element

- burning-out absorber or displacer



"window" with high density of neutron flux between two neutron absorbing screens of cylindrical
shape. The reactor "fresh" fuel rods and fuel rods irradiated up to burnup of 24 and 30% were used
as samples. The movement mechanism allowed conversion of the sample from one screen to
another for the period from 0.2 to 2 s. Pressure in the loop channel made up 5 MPa, water
temperature at the inlet to the experimental section 50°C, and.water rate up to 12 m/s. The energy
release distribution non-uniformity factor in "burnt-out" fuel elements by the end of their operation
according to the gamma-scanning data made up 1.2 and 1.22, for the average burnup 30 and 24%,
respectively.

100 cycles of power ramp-decrease with amplitude of 35, maximum heat load 13-18 MW/m%
depending on burnup were performed for each fuel element. The pulse half-width changed in the
range of 0.25-0.4 s, and duration of the forward front - from 0.04 to 0.06 s. In the process of tests
no failures of fuel elements related to loss of sealing of the cladding were detected. Post-reactor
investigations showed that there are no peelings of the cladding from the fuel column or any other
undesirable consequences. Only slight increase of the diameter of "burnt-out" fuel elements was
noted from 5.15 to 5.24 mm.

3.2. Tests of fuel elements under heat transfer crisis conditions

The purpose of the tests was to determine the parameters of heat exchange crisis on the surface of
the SM reactor fuel elements to verify the used calculation technique. The tests were conducted in
the channel of the reactor low-temperature loop facility, where the same parameter of the coolant
like those in the previous series of tests were maintained. The fuel element equipped with a
thermocouple with the stainless steel wrapper, 0.3 mm in diameter, placed in the fuel column, was
used. Its material has high heat conductivity. Technology of fuel element manufacture provided the
reliable thermocouple cladding-column contact, so that the time constants of fuel element and
thermocouple made up the values of one order. Power of the fuel element was determined by
calorimetric method using the pre-certified instruments.

The crisis status was achieved at the expense of increasing the reactor power by steps - 3 MW
each, up to 60 MW. The moment of crisis beginning was registered by the power non-proportional
increase of the column temperature at the end of time section of developed boiling of the coolant
on the rod surface. The thermocouple signal initiated action of the reactor emergency protection
system upon achieving the temperature threshold value of 700°C in 0.14 s after start of its intensive
growth.

The tests demonstrated that upon achieving the critical heat rate the fuel element temperature
increased with the rate that excluded the possibility of stopping the process somehow without
destruction of the fuel element. The critical heat rate made up 14.3 MW/m2, which in the range of
11% complied with the calculation results carried out at the stage of experiment planning. Failure
of the thermocouple occurred at 1170 °C (melting point of fuel matrix -1080°C).

3.3.' Service-life tests of fuel assemblies with SMP fuel elements

During experiment preparation apart from the task of confirming the SMP fuel element service-life
the objective was pursued to prepare the "burnt-out" fuel elements samples with the active part, 1
m long, for further stand tests under over-heating conditions. The service-life tests were used for
two fuel assemblies with loading of U-235, 17.1 g/fuel element. One of them contained 6 rods of
burning-out absorbers in the periphery, and the other had zirconium alloy displacers instead of
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absorbers (Fig.2). Tests were performed in fuel channels of the MIR reactor placing the
experimental assemblies instead of regular ones.

The test conditions provided for maintaining the average power of each assembly on the level of
580-600 kW and periodical bringing to the 1000 kW level. The pressure at the fuel channel inlet
was maintained equal to 1.2 MPa, water temperature about 60°C, and the rate about 10 m/s.

In the first assembly the average burnup of U-235 achieved 48.6%, in the second one - 30.8%. The
burnup of B-10 in burning-out absorbers made up 98%. No signs of fuel elements cladding seal
failure in the process of tests were found. Defects during FA dismantling and wrappers and fuel
elements examination were not detected.

3.4. Stand tests of irradiated fuel elements under over-heating conditions

For calculated estimations of consequences of possible emergency situations it is important to
determine the temperature threshold, beyond which the fuel element becomes unsuitable for
operation. Tests were conducted placing the fuel element in the argon medium, heating it at the rate
of 0.3-0.5°C/s up to the specified temperature, followed by exposure it up to 1 h and next cooling
together with the furnace. During tests the cladding integrity was controlled in terms of radioactive
gases release, and after cooling the fuel elements were investigated in hot cells. The SM fuel
elements with different burnup were subject to tests after operation under design conditions and
exposure for cooldown, as well as the SMP fuel elements from experimental assemblies irradiated
in the MIR reactor. The results were as follows:

heating of non-irradiated fuel elements up to 1000°C with exposure for several minutes does
not cause loss of sealing;

heating of fuel elements up to 400°C followed by exposure up to 1 h does not cause loss of
sealing even at the average burnup of 60%;
at burnup of 30% heating up to 680°C with exposure up to lh does not cause cladding seal
failure or fuel element shape change;

at burnup of 20% heating up to 700°C with exposure for 1 h does not cause seal failure, but
some changes of fuel element shape make it unsuitable for operation;

- at burnups (30-35%) and heating over 700°C and at burnups over 10% and heating at 800°C
fuel elements lose sealing.

It was also cleared up that the cause of fuel-cladding separation and its further seal failure at over-
heating is that the fuel matrix loses the capability of gaseous products retaining and the properties
of the cladding material are changed by the effect of reactor radiation.

4. Conclusion

1. At burnup of 30% and maximum temperature of the fuel column for the normal operating
conditions of 310°C the permissible temperature value, at which the SMP fuel element retains
serviceability, makes up 680cC, which is considerably more than for fuel elements, in which
manufacture the Al-based materials are used.

2. No data that could give cause to avoid using the SM and SMP fuel elements in the reactor
operating under changing power conditions were detected.
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3. The used calculation techniques of the heat transfer crisis parameters on the fuel element
surface of the considered type provide the results close to experimental ones.
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